We show that dispersive propagation of light followed by phase detection has properties that can be exploited for extracting features from the waveforms. This discovery is spearheading development of a new class of physics-inspired algorithms for feature extraction from digital images with unique properties and superior dynamic range compared to conventional algorithms. In certain cases, these algorithms have the potential to be an energy efficient and scalable substitute to synthetically fashioned computational techniques in practice today.
INTRODUCTION
"Human subtlety will never devise an invention more beautiful, more simple or more direct than does nature". The elegant quote by Leonardo Da Vinci underscores the important role of nature as a source of inspiration for human ingenuity. Inspirations from nature need not be limited to design of physical machines but should be extended to creation of new computational algorithms. We expect this new paradigm to lead to a new class of algorithms that are direct and energy efficient while providing unprecedented functionality.
Every day, the world creates nearly 2.5 exabyte (10 18 bytes) of data. Surprisingly, 90% of the data present in the world today has been created in the last two years alone highlighting the exponential increase in the amount of digital data (IBM (2016) ). Processing this massive data in datacentres accounts for 50-60% of their electricity budget and a rapidly growing fraction of total electricity consumption. This calls for development of new computing technologies that offer speed, energy efficiency and ease of implementation. Fortunately nature, and in particular opticsinspired algorithms can provide a solution to certain class of problems.
Recently, optical hardware accelerators have been proposed as a mean to boost the speed and reduce the power consumption of electronics ). In particular, it was shown that one can create an analog optical gearbox for matching the time-bandwidth of fast real-time optical data to that of the much slower electronics. This information gearbox can enable real-time processing of ultrafast optical data while reducing the power consumption and improving the sensitivity.
At the same time, Phase Stretch Transform (PST) was recently introduced as a new computational approach to signal and image processing Jalali (2014, 2015) ). PST emerged out of research on the Photonic Time Stretch (Bhushan et al. (1998) ; Ng et al. (2014) ; Mahjoubfar et al. (2015) ; Han and Jalali (2003) ), a real-time measurement technique that has led to the discovery of optical rogue waves (Solli et al. (2007) ), observation of relativistic electron microstructure (Roussel et al. (2014) ), observation of the birth of modelocking (Herink et al. (2016) ) and record accuracy for label-free cancer cell detection (Chen et al. (2016) ). PST is a physics-based image processing approach that mimics the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a diffractive medium with engineered dispersive property (refractive index) Jalali (2014, 2015) ). The algorithm performs edge detection and feature extraction on both digital images as well as time domain waveforms. It has been used for feature extraction in biomedical images ; Suthar et al. (2016); Suthar (2016) ) and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) (Ilioudis et al. (2015) ). It has also been applied to resolution enhancement in super-resolution localization microscopy where it drastically improved the point spread function, reduced the computational time by 400% and increased the required emitter density by the same amount (Ilovitsh et al. (2016) (2016)), and has received extraordinary endorsements by the software and image processing community. PST is a qualitatively new method of image processing that was introduced last year. In this paper, we show for the first time that PST has unique intrinsic properties not offered by the current state-of-the-art algorithms. We show that the new algorithm reveals features invisible to human eye and to conventional algorithms being used today. Below we prove and explain this property using the mathematical formulation of the PST response function.
To demonstrate this point, Figure 1 shows an image of the planet Uranus processed by the conventional edge detection algorithm (derivative based) and by the PST. The derivative method is the underlying function utilized by the popular Canny, Sobel and Prewitt algorithms. The result clearly shows the dramatic advantage offered by the optics-inspired PST.
RESPONSE FUNCTION
Here we provide the underlying principle behind the superior and unique properties of the Phase Stretch Transform. The analysis will show that these properties stem from the wide dynamic range and builtin equalization inherent in the algorithm. The equations are written in two dimensions however it should be clear that they apply to one dimensional temporal waveforms or to three and higher dimensions.
The Phase Stretch Transform ), represented by S{}, is defined by the following equation that governs the operation of PST in frequency domain to an image E i [x, y], where, x and y are two-dimensional spatial variables.
where the S{} operator is defined as,
and the complex output E o [x, y] can be defined as, The connection with physical optics and the origin of this algorithm are as follows. Equation 3 is a two dimensional spatial extension of a one dimensional temporal optical electric field. Equation 2 describes group velocity dispersion of this light field through a medium with a dispersion induced phase K [u, v] . PST operator is defined as the phase of the transform's output,
where · is the angle operator. Without the loss of generality and for simplicity, we consider operation of PST to 1D data, i.e.,
The warped phase kernel K[u] is described by a nonlinear frequency dependent phase which can be represented using taylor expansion as following (2015)). In case of 2D data, we have previously used ) inverse tangent function for the phase derivative profile which leads to the following equation for PST Kernel Phase
where r = √ u 2 + v 2 and θ = tan −1 v u . By controlling the PST parameters, namely, strength S, and warp W, of the phase, edges in the image can be detected. Using the expression of warped phase kernel described in Eq. (6), output complex-field data, E o [x], can be evaluated as follows,
where E i [u] is the discrete Fourier transform of the input data. Simulations on images have shown that PST works best when the applied phase is small. Therefore, by restricting an applied phase that satisfies these conditions, we can use small value approximation to simplify the exponential term in Eq. (8) as
is the m th -order discrete derivative of the input data E i [x] . As the output data is a complex quantity, the phase of the output data can be calculated as,
Finally, since the phase is restricted to small values, Eq.(11) can be simplified to,
The closed-form expression presented in Eq.(12) relates the PST output to the input. To give an example, the core functionality of the PST as a feature detector can be understood by closed-form expression shown in Eq.(12). The output of the PST operator is related directly to the derivatives of the input data with weighting factors of (−1) (m/2) ϕ (m) m!(2π) m . Derivatives of the input data have the property to detect different features in the input data. Thus, the weighting factors can be designed to emphasize different kind of features in the input image data. In another words, PST is a reconfigurable operator that can be tuned to emphasize different features in an input image data.
One of the crucial observations from Eq. (12) is that, output of the PST is inversely proportional to the input brightness level. Therefore, for the same contrast level change, the output is large in the dark lowlight-level areas of an image. This important property, inherent in PST, equalizes the input brightness level and allows for a more sensitive feature detection and enhancement. In the past, a lot of study has been done to improve feature detection algorithms by brightness level equalization in wide dynamic range images (Hameed and Wang (2011) ). In particular, use of a Log function as a pre-processing step is one of the many commonly used techniques for brightness level equalization prior to feature detection. The log function characteristics present a higher gain for lower brightness input and vice versa. This equalizes the brightness in images and improves feature detection. Fortunately, PST operator has a built-in logarithmic behaviour in it's response function due to which it naturally works over a wide dynamic range.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results that confirm the closed-form expression for PST derived in the previous section. We also show examples of operation of PST on digital images, supporting the new theory explained above. In the first example, we evaluate the effect of PST on features with different contrast level change at fixed brightness level and compare it to the mathematical expression derived in Eq. (12) The input data was designed to have a fixed contrast level change at different brightness levels, shown in (b). Numerically calculated output data using PST for fixed contrast level changes is different for different levels of brightness. This is due to the inverse dependence of PST output to the input brightness level described in Eq. (12). data designed to have different contrast level change at fixed brightness level is shown in Figure 2 (b). The warp, W, and strength, S, factors used for the PST operator are 12.15 and 0.48, respectively. The redsolid line representing the output data confirms that the relation of PST to contrast level change at fixed brightness level is nonlinear. This effect is due to the brightness level equalization mechanism of PST estimated by Eq. (12). Therefore, this simulation result presented in Figure 2 confirms the accuracy of the closed-form equation to estimate the output of the PST algorithm. Figure 3 shows another example of using PST for feature enhancement in a painting of "Minerva of Peace". Similar to Figure 1 , the image has interesting sharp features in the scroll (see red solid box in Figure 3(a) ). Results of feature detection using conventional edge derivative operator and PST operator are shown in Figure 3 (b) and 3(c) respectively. Clearly, conventional edge derivative operator fails to efficiently visualize the sharp features of the alphabets in the scroll compared to the feature detection using PST as depicted in the enlarged part of the painting. However, PST traces the edges of alphabets and thus, provide more information on the contrast changes in dark areas due to its natural equalization mechanism, see Figure3(c). Conventional edge derivative operator was implemented from find edge function in ImageJ software. The warp, W, and strength, S, factors used for the PST operator are 13 and 0.4, respectively. Figure 4 compare the effect of feature detection using conventional edge derivative operator with feature detection using PST on another image of planet uranus capture from a different view.The warp, W, and strength, S, factors used for the PST operator are 12.15 and 28, respectively. Conventional edge derivative operator fails to visualize the sharp contrast changes in bright areas of the image over the surface of the planet Uranus. However, PST can clearly show these surface contrast changes even in the bright areas due to its natural equalization mechanism. These surface variations over the planet are consistent with the edges detected in the Figure 1 highlighting the efficiency of PST.
CONCLUSIONS
New ideas are needed to deal with the exponentially increasing amount of digital data being generated. Fortunately, optics can provide a solution in certain cases. The physics of light propagation in dispersive or diffractive media has natural properties that allow it to be used for feature extraction from data. When implemented as a numerical algorithm, this concept is leading to an entirely new class of im- 
Original image Feature detection using conventional detectors
Feature detection using Phase Stretch Transform (PST) (a) (b) (c) Figure 4 : Comparison of feature detection using conventional derivative operator to the case of feature detection using Phase Stretch Operator (PST) on an image of the planet Uranus captured from a different view as compared to the one shown in Figure 1 . The derivative is the fundamental operation used in the popular Canny, Sobel and Prewitt edge detection methods.
Original image is shown in (a). Results of feature detection using conventional edge derivative operator and PST operator are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. PST is able to locate the sharp contrast variation over the surface of the planet which are consistent with the edges located in Figure 1 .
age processing techniques with high performance.
